
Scenario

Due to their extended rights, privileged accounts from IT, such as system administrators represent 
a higher security risk. They require special monitoring and logging of all processes to prevent data 
misuse. In addition, manual password management such as setting new passwords steals valuable 
time from IT. And how do you actually get your data if the administrator is ill and only he/she has 
access rights? This problem can be effectively solved by efficient Privileged Access Management.

PASSWORD SAFE IN PRACTICE
THE SOLUTION FOR YOUR IT DEPARTMENT

Complex structures require 
safe and productive systems.



Password Safe assigns authorisations role-based 
down to field level, including the setting of tempo-
rary approvals if, for example, an employee is ab-
sent. Native integrated connection options such as 
RDP or SSH as well as SSO allow administrators to 
effectively authenticate themselves with complex 
passwords. In addition, Password Safe enables the 
data to be used for automatic logon - without the 
user even being able to see the password. 

Time and cost savings for the helpdesk: The exis-
ting AD structure can be easily imported and regu-
larly synchronised. The Discovery Service detects 
critical service accounts and updates the password 
across systems via Password Reset and Synchroni-
zation. Automatic reports inform users periodically 
via e-mail about the actuality of the data. Dashbo-
ards provide a quick overview of security-relevant 
processes in the company.

Dashboard   
 
Comply with guidelines: quick insight into potential risk areas 
such as weak passwords or inactive accounts 

Flexible roles and rights management  
 
Role-based organisation of the database 
User and data access rights can be individually configured 

Active Directory Integration (LDAP)  
 
Transfer of existing user and group structures from the Active 
Directory and automatic synchronisation of users and their 
memberships  

Discovery Service for Service Accounts 
 
Practical network scan for local service accounts and  
determination of automatic password resets 
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